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ABSTRACT: Inventions of technology have always inspired mankind. The gifts of the machine and the internet 

have in every way shaped the lives of everyone. In almost every human activity, information technology is used 

today. However, in the form of cyber abuses, such technical development has come with its own costs. Pornographic 

material on the internet is one such violence. There has been a plurality of views on the legality of pornography 

between nations. Cultural, moral and legal differences do not allow the line between obscenity and morality to be 

drawn, and identifying pornography is therefore a difficult challenge. In the sense of such differences, monitoring 

such online pornography becomes more difficult. Pornography is said to be a matter of privacy and, thus, not to be 

regulated. It does not, however, account for the offenses that attack the very core of the integrity of society, and 

one of these offenses is cyber pornography. In the same way that racist literature serves as an incitement to racial 

hate, it acts as an incitement to sexual hate and violence against women. The effect of cyber pornography on 

women's lives cannot be entirely overlooked and properly accounted for as to why the danger of cyber pornography 

must be curbed. Therefore, this paper carefully discusses the same in brief. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a rule of thumb, only under the provisions of Section 67 can offences relating to obscenity in 

electronic form be prosecuted and any attempt to import provisions of Section 292 of the IPC will 

be tantamount to disregarding the legislative purpose behind the Act. This section would cover 

blogs, graphic files, text messages, audio / sound messages, digital images, pseudo-photographs, 

software programs, etc. in terms of regular implementation. In addition, the court may exercise the 

interests of our modern life in interpreting this section and, in particular, the effect of obscene 

material in digital form on it [1].  

The modified section varies only in two ways from the previous section: first, the term 'transmit' 

is added in the marginal heading, and secondly, the sum of punishment has been changed. "Each 

mechanical advancement makes degenerate just as decent prospect" - Charles Edgley. The 

appearing logical inconsistencies of Indian perspectives towards sex can be clarified through the 

setting of history. Nakedness in workmanship was viewed as satisfactory, as demonstrated by the 

canvases at Ajanta and the figures of that time. A portion of India's most celebrated old show-

stoppers were delivered, frequently uninhibitedly portraying nakedness, sentimental subjects or 

sexual circumstances, for instance, the portrayal of apsaras. It is being affirmed that, India turned 

out to be more traditionalist subsequent to being impacted by European thoughts.  
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Traditionalist perspectives on sexuality are currently the standard in the cutting edge India and 

South Asia when all is said in done. In compatibility of such convention, pornography is viewed 

as a significant smudge on the establishment of profound quality. The utilization of PC is wherever 

from a solitary room of a person to the public corridor of any association. The new innovation that 

has considered the headway of the country has likewise opened the entryway for some new types 

of digital crimes. One of such crimes is the digital pornography. In India, there are not many sex 

laborers who join pornography industry deliberately for occupation. Large numbers of them are 

pressured actually or financially. The benefit in pornography industry draws in coordinated crime 

that abuses laborers in pornography industry. To guarantee more benefit, the crooks occupied with 

coordinated crime disregard the way that whether assent of laborers has been acquired intentionally 

or strongly. Expansion sought after warrants more stockpile at any expense. Such an increment in 

stock of sex laborers additionally energizes dealing with ladies and kids. There has been an 

expansion in instances of distribution and transmission of foul material utilizing electronic 

methods in only one year in 2012 [2].  

DISCUSSION 

The sexual misuse of ladies working in the pornography business fills in as an instigation to sexual 

guilty parties. Pornography represents that such sort of conduct is adequate and functional in the 

public arena. The extent of the internet and pornographic material sent through it is a lot higher 

than what it is by all accounts and has made difficulties for India's obsolete lawful system.  

Characterizing CYBER PORNOGRAPHY  

The meaning of pornography is imperative to be seen with the goal that one can value what all can 

be remembered for the pornography. Pornography is greatly discussed subject among researchers 

everywhere on the world. Some of them have would not acknowledge the presence of any causal 

connection among pornography and the supposed damage brought about by it. On numerous 

events, pornography is supposed to incorporate erotica 8 also, which isn't correct. The allies of 

pornography allude to erotica while alluding to pornography. They neglect to comprehend the 

distinction among erotica and pornography [3].  

The term pornography is conventional and not a legitimate term. It alludes to wide scope of sexual 

materials. It is gotten from the Greek words whore (Prostitution) and graphos (portrayal). In this 

manner, initially it alluded to any show-stopper or writing managing sex and sexual subjects. In 

any case, there is no consistent endless supply of pornography among researchers. Pornography is 

only from time to time endeavored to be characterized by legislators too. In any case, it was 

endeavored to be characterized by Mackinnon-Dworkin while drafting a statute as "realistic 

explicitly express subjection of ladies through pictures or words, including electronic or other 

information recovery frameworks"[4].  

In 1986, Attorney General Commission on Pornography characterized pornography as, "Material 

that is explicitly unequivocal and planned principally with the end goal of sexual excitement." 

Exploitation, subjection, dehumanization of laborers occupied with pornography and sexual 

expresses of the item are a portion of the recognizing variables of pornography. Pornography is a 
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verbal or visual portrayal of sexual acts. It is depiction of individuals as sexual items for delight 

of others. Nonetheless, the genuine show-stoppers, writing, legislative issues, or science, clinical 

works, despite the fact that they manage sex or incorporate sexual references or portrayals, would 

not be considered "pornographic" with regards to their authentic employments. Characterizing 

pornography is muddled principally in light of the fact that the manner in which it is utilized in 

like manner language or characterized in word references is vastly different from the legitimate 

meaning of term. Pornography is effectively perceived however is frequently hard to characterize 

concisely. Thus, the trouble in characterizing pornography emerges because of the varieties as far 

as person's childhood, sexual inclinations and the setting in which pornographic material is 

watched. What is explicitly excitement for one might be earth for the other [5].  

DIGITAL PORNOGRAPHY IN INDIAN LEGAL SYSTEM 

"What is unlawful disconnected is illicit on the web." There is no specific classification named as 

pornography in law. It is generally considered as exasperated type of obscenity.18 However, 

vulgarity incorporates all the materials that are soiled, revolting and hostile to humility and 

fairness. Pornography is subset of profanity. Pornography is natural piece of vulgarity that 

concentrations after dehumanizing its entertainers by introducing them as simple articles occupied 

with satisfying sexual longings of clients of pornography. Obscenity includes venturing over the 

moral lines however pornography is a lot of genuine undertaking than indecency. Along these 

lines, the term 'pornography' when utilized according to an offense isn't characterized or utilized 

in any resolution in India yet the term 'foulness' has been adequately utilized and clarified in two 

significant sculptures in India [6]. Following enactments recommend that profanity in specific 

conditions establishes an offense: Indian Penal Code, 1860 ('IPC') - Information Technology Act, 

2000 ('IT Act') according to Cockburn CJ, the trial of indecency is "regardless of whether the 

propensity of the issue charged as revolting is to debase and ruin those whose personalities are 

available to such improper impacts, and into whose hands a distribution of this sort may fall." The 

Supreme Court of India has seen that the trial of profanity set somewhere near Cockburn CJ ought 

not be disposed of. Later on it supported the 'Mill operator test' in Samaresh Bose v. Amal Mitra. 

Position preceding Information Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008  

Present Legal Framework for Cyber Pornography The prior rendition of IT Act, 2000 was 

inadequate in managing the crime of digital pornography, principally because of following 

reasons: - It didn't characterize what is implied by 'disgusting material' in electronic structure. - It 

had just one arrangement which alluded to and punished profane material in electronic structure. 

Subsequently, customary test to decide foulness was the solitary path for demonstrating the offense 

of digital pornography. - It had no arrangement for independent offense of youngster pornography 

and impliedly included such offense inside the standard pornography [7].  

Section 66E the arrangement tries to cover the cases of establishment of concealed camera inside 

washroom, room, evolving room, and the sting activity by private individual or organization. The 

articulation 'in light of the current situation disregarding protection' signifies conditions in which 

an individual can have a sensible assumption that their constitution isn't under open eye or general 

reconnaissance.  
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The clarification condition for terms 'communicate', 'catch', 'private region' and 'distributes' adds 

precision to the arrangement for its applicability. It is basic that this arrangement should be applied 

related to Section 354A (Sexual Harassment and Punishment for lewd behavior), Section 354B 

(Assault or utilization of Criminal Force to lady with expectation to uncover), Section 354C 

(Voyeurism), and Section 354D (following) of IPC. Such arrangement is truly amazing advance 

with respect to council toward controlling the digital pornography as this offense frequently 

prompts the offense of digital pornography. The guilty party first gathers the culpable pictures of 

casualty and afterward utilizes them for the motivations behind making pornography. Hence, the 

offenses covered under Section 66E and digital pornography are a lot of interrelated and the viable 

guideline of one offense will prompt decrease in the other offense [8]. 

Internet technology offers access to a wide variety of useful data and limitless streams of 

entertainment. This facility provides enormous opportunities for pornography to be widely 

distributed on the internet. It also exposes users to certain risks and to hazardous materials. 

Moreover, since there is no single body responsible for controlling the internet, the challenge of 

monitoring such a distributor is further compounded. In the case of cyber pornography, the main 

issue with tracking down the accused is the problem of finding the accused. Anyone located 

anywhere in the world may be the victim of crime [9]. 

CONCLUSION 

Finally, even though the above problems are resolved, the identity of the defendant is tracked 

down, the jurisdiction has been established, and a verdict has been issued by the court convicting 

the accused, if the judgement is not enforceable, this becomes superfluous. If India has no 

understanding with the country where the decision has to be applied, the decision id would be 

meaningless. As a result, the current legal regime for cyber pornography is failing to achieve its 

objectives efficiently and thus needs to be scrutinized in the light of the growing magnitude of 

cyberspace. In order to expand the arms of law to the jungle of lawless abode called cyberspace, 

legislation must be given a chance and legal acumen must come forth. In the first place, the 

influence of the internet has undermined the force of law and a mammoth legal reaction to 

cybercrimes might not be so promising, but it will provide a constructive start. Internet technology 

offers access to a wide variety of useful data and limitless streams of entertainment. This facility 

provides enormous opportunities for pornography to be widely distributed on the internet. It also 

exposes users to certain risks and to hazardous materials. 

Moreover, since there is no single body responsible for controlling the internet, the challenge of 

monitoring such a distributor is further compounded. In the case of cyber pornography, the main 

issue with tracking down the accused is the problem of finding the accused. Anyone located 

anywhere in the world may be the victim of crime. Although the identity of the pornographic 

content distributor can be monitored using an IP address, if the server is located outside of India, 

it cannot serve any useful purpose. The IT Act is applicable to offences where the computer servers 

involved in the commission of an offense are located in India. 

Officials are not provided with sufficient information to understand the nuances of cyber-crime, 

such as pornography. In comparison, the lack of strong international collaboration between police 
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forces and law enforcement departments to hunt down pornographers makes it impossible to 

prosecute laws against pornography. Finally, even though the above issues are resolved, the 

identity of the defendant is tracked down, the jurisdiction has been established, and a verdict has 

been issued by the court convicting the convicted, if the judgement is not enforceable, this becomes 

superfluous. 

If India has no understanding with the country where the decision has to be applied, the decision 

id would be meaningless. As a result, the new regulatory system for cyber pornography is failing 

to meet its targets successfully and thus needs to be scrutinized in the light of the growing 

magnitude of cyberspace. In order to spread the weapons of law to the jungle of lawless abode 

called cyberspace, legislation must be provided a chance and legal acumen must come out. In the 

first place, the influence of the internet has undermined the force of law and a mammoth judicial 

reaction to cybercrimes might not be so optimistic, but it would provide a constructive start. 
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